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Abstract. We present parallel single molecule detection (SMD) and
fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) experiments with a fully
integrated complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) single-
photon 232 detector array. Multifocal excitation is achieved with a
diffractive optical element (DOE). Special emphasis is placed on par-
allelization of the total system. The performance of the novel single-
photon CMOS detector is investigated and compared to a state-of-the-
art single-photon detecting module [having an actively quenched
avalanche photodiode (APD)] by measurements on free diffusing mol-
ecules at different concentrations. Despite the order of magnitude
lower detection efficiency of the CMOS detector compared to the
state-of-the-art single-photon detecting module, we achieve single
molecule sensitivity and reliably determine molecule concentrations.
In addition, the CMOS detector performance for the determination of
the fraction of slowly diffusing molecules in a primer solution (two-
component analysis) is demonstrated. The potential of this new tech-
nique for high-throughput confocal-detection-based systems is dis-
cussed. © 2004 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
[DOI: 10.1117/1.1781668]
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1 Introduction
Confocal spectroscopy in combination with fluorescence cor
relation spectroscopy~FCS! is an experimental technique
used for examination of the chemical and photophysical dy
namics at the single-molecule level~see the review in Ref. 1!.
Here, an autocorrelation curve is obtained by measuring th
random intensity fluctuations of a fluorescent signal generate
by the radiative relaxation of light-excited molecules.2–4 A
remarkable SNR is achieved by inserting a pinhole, thereb
generating a confocal detection volume of femtoliter order.5

Recently, FCS has emerged as a powerful method for analyz
ing dynamic processes at the molecular level: molecula
interactions,2,3 conformational changes,6,7 chemical reactions,8

protein binding to cell membranes,9 photophysical
dynamics,10 and transport or flow properties11 are examples of
subjects examined by FCS. In addition, FCS can also be
powerful tool for drug discovery and development and diag-
nostic tests in medicine.1,12,13
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Further development of FCS requires the design of n
devices, e.g., detectors in our case, with improved per
mance, extended capacities, and reliable throughput featu
One of the rapidly developing markets where this techniqu
used is biochip microarray analysis. Today’s microarray s
tems feature from a few up to a hundred thousand13–15

sampled spots on a single biochip. Therefore, a high-spa
resolution technique is required for both the fabrication p
cess and detection. The measurement time for scanning a
croarray with confocal FCS is directly proportional to th
number of measured spots and often can reach a few ho
The use of intensified CCDs, with several thousand dete
elements, is not a solution for parallel FCS detection of sin
molecules, as CCD-based systems have a much longer r
out time compared to the 1-ns to 1-ms dynamics of sing
photon events~although single-photon sensitivity can b
achieved with a cooled system!. To increase the detectio
speed it is necessary to achieve multiplexing~parallelism!
with high spatial resolution. Obviously, a parallel detecti
approach will enable enhanced analysis speed as compar
a single confocal laser focus. This would extend the range
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Gösch et al.
applications of FCS, particularly for use with high-density
microarrays and for the detection of molecules at very low
~picomolar! concentrations.

Recently, a first spatial multiplexing experiment at the
single-molecule level was reported by Blom et al.14,16 Multi-
focal excitation with a232 fan-out diffractive optical ele-
ment~DOE!, resulting in four confocal volume elements, was
performed. The detection of the fluorescence signal was rea
ized through four optical fibers coupled to commercially
available single-photon detection modules. The feasibility of
the parallel approach was demonstrated by measurements
dye labeled nucleotides. However, the use of fiber optics i
limited to a small number of parallel channels, because oth
erwise the detection stage adjustment would become unma
ageably complex.

In this paper, we report confocal detection experiments uti
lizing a fully integrated232 array of Geiger-mode avalanche
photodiodes made by an industrial complimentary metal
oxide semiconductor~CMOS! process, which we will hence-
forth refer to as the CMOS single-photon avalanche detecto
~CMOS SPAD!. Single pixels as well as detector arrays inte-
grated with the driving electronics were optically character-
ized by Rochas et al.17,18 Despite the low detection efficiency
of the CMOS SPAD we nonetheless demonstrate, with an
array of such detectors, the feasibility of a parallel FCS single
molecule detection approach and compare the performance
our new detector to that of a commercially available high-
performance single-photon counting module from Perkin
Elmer Optoelectronics~the SPCM-AQR-13, a specific ava-
lanche photodiode actively quenched by a hybrid electronics!.
Comparative analysis of parameters such as dead time, da
count rate, afterpulsing, and detection efficiency were per
formed. The influence of the measurement time on precisio
of fitting parameters associated with the FCS correlation func
tion is also evaluated. Finally, we demonstrate the applicatio
of our new single-photon detector array for multispot FCS
experiments.

2 Theory
The basics of FCS were established around 25 years ago.2–4,19

Detailed reviews on FCS can be found elsewhere.1,12,20 In
general, excitation laser light is focused into a sample, usuall
a droplet or, as used in high-throughput screening, into differ
ent spots corresponding to microarray wells. Every molecule
diffusing through the excitation focus gives rise to fluores-
cence photon bursts. The length of each photon burst corre
sponds to the time the molecule spends in the detection vo
ume element. To reject stray light and thereby increase th
SNR, the excitation focus is imaged onto a pinhole.5 Subse-
quently, the fluorescence emission photons are focused on
the active area of an avalanche photodiode~APD! or another
single-photon detector working in the Geiger mode@e.g., a
photomultiplier tube~PMT!, CMOS SPAD#. Every detected
fluorescence photon generates a pulse that is sent to a co
relator, where the autocorrelation function of the fluorescenc
intensity fluctuations is calculated.

The autocorrelation curve contains information about the
dynamics of intensity fluctuations in the time interval from 30
ns ~the dead time of the detector! to the length of the mea-
surement. The basic parameters that can be achieved by fittin
914 Journal of Biomedical Optics d September/October 2004 d Vol. 9 N
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the autocorrelation function with an analytical expression
diffusion time ~mean residence time of a molecule in the d
tection volume element!, average number of molecules in th
detection volume element, molecule fractions~if several types
of different diffusing molecules are present in the samp!,
and the fraction of particles occupying the triplet state~longer
lifetime nonfluorescent dark states!.

For the simplest possible case of diffusion of a sing
chemical species in a dilute solution the analytical express
of the autocorrelation function is5

G~t!5
^I ~ t1t!I ~ t !&

^I ~ t !&2

511
1

N S 11
t

tD
D 21S 11

t

R2tD
D 21/2

, ~1!

where I (t) is the intensity of the fluorescence present in t
detection volume element;^ & denotes the time average;N is
the average number of molecules present in the detection
ume element(V5p3/2vxy

2 vz); R5vz /vxy is the ratio of the
axial (wz) to the radial(wxy) dimensions of the confoca
detection volume element; andtD5vxy

2 /4D denotes the radia
diffusion time through the illumination region, whereD is the
diffusion coefficient. Thus, the average concentration of
molecules in the volume element can be found asC5N/V.

The analytical expression for a multiple number of chem
cal species having differing molecular weights and movi
freely and independent can be written as21

G~t!51

1
(~Nj /N1!~v j /n1!2~11t/tD j !

21@11t/~R2tD j !#
21/2

N1@(~Nj /N1!~v j /n1!#2 .

~2!

Here, contributions of each different molecular species~de-
noted by the indexj! present in the detection volume eleme
are weighted with the specific count rate per molecule,v j . In
the present case, only a two-component solution@slower
~primer! and faster~dye! diffusing molecules# are considered.

The total count rateI can be expressed as

I 5~N1v1!(
Nj

N1

v j

v1
, ~3!

whereby this representation ofI becomes evident, when intro
ducing the ratioq5v j /v1 @see also Eq.~5!#.

3 Experiments
3.1 Setup
The experimental configuration for parallel excitation and d
tection is displayed in Fig. 1~a single-point measurement i
realized without the DOE in the illumination part!. The laser
beam from a diode-pumped solid state laser~532 nm, Kim-
mon DPSS Laser, model-5526! was enlarged by a beam ex
pander@L1( f 525 mm),L2( f 5400 mm)# to fully illuminate
the diffractive optical element~for details on DOEs see Ref
22! and to overfill the back aperture of the microscope obj
tive. Using the collimating lenses@L3( f 5150 mm),L4( f
5150 mm)#, the DOE, and the microscope objective, the e
o. 5
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Parallel single molecule detection . . .
Fig. 1 Experimental configuration for parallel FCS measurements.
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panded beam was reshaped into a232-foci pattern and fo-
cused into the sample. The intensity in a single spot was mea
sured to be 1.7 mW at the entrance of the objective. The
excitation light was reflected by a dichroic mirror~Chroma,
565LP! into a 403 numerical aperture~NA! 1.15 water im-
mersion objective~Olympus, Uapo/340, cover slip corrected!.
The fluorescence emission was collected by the same obje
tive and transmitted through a bandpass filter~Chroma
HQ585/40! that discriminated the signal from Rayleigh- and
Raman-scattered light. Finally, the fluorescence emission wa
focused by the tube lens@L5 ( f 5180 mm)# and a 43 demag-
nifying lens @L6 ( f 535 mm)# onto either one detector~B 7
to 8 mm, see Fig. 2! of the 232 CMOS SPAD array or onto
the optical fiber~B 9 mm! connected to the SPCM-AQR-13.
An XYZ translation stage holding the232 CMOS SPAD ar-
ray or the fiber connected to the SPCM-AQR-13 enabled spa
tial fine adjustment of the detector~s!. The photoinduced
pulses from the detectors were registered by a hardware co
relator ~Correlator.com, Flex99OEM-12C!, which calculated
the autocorrelation function. The calculated functions were
stored in computer memory and then analyzed with an in
house computer program based on the Marquardt-Levenbe
nonlinear least-squares minimization algorithm weighted afte
Koppel23 that produces the number of molecules and the mo
lecular diffusion times as fitting parameters.
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3.2 Single-Photon Detectors
APDs and PMTs are presently used for measuring fluor
cence signals in FCS experiments. The detection efficienc
APDs ~typically 70%! is higher than that of PMTs~around
10%!. APDs have a higher dark count rate~250 to 500 Hz
versus 15 Hz for PMTs!, a higher afterpulsing probability~1
to 3% versus 0.1% for PMTs! and a longer dead time~50
versus 25 ns for PMTs!. All of these parameters~dead time,
afterpulsing, detection efficiency, and dark count! cause arti-
facts influencing the accuracy and/or precision of FCS m
surements. Dead time and afterpulsing limit the shortest t
lag accessible in a photon correlation experiment and a
introduce correlated signal contribution to the modeled au
correlation curve. Detection efficiency and dark counts infl
ence the SNR of the measurement. Due to technological l
tations, APDs and PMTs alike cannot be used directly
multispot FCS systems incorporating large numbers of sp
These detectors are not compatible with integration of p
cessing electronics and the photodetector on the same
However, CMOS technology enables the design of photo
tector arrays and the simultaneous integration of neces
electronics onto a single chip. Recently, the first array of G
ger APDs made by an industrial CMOS process~CMOS
SPAD! was designed and successfully tested in the Micros
tems Laboratory of the Swiss Federal Institute of Technolo
Lausanne18 ~Switzerland!. A similar CMOS SPAD detector
and its performance in FCS measurements is described in
paper.

3.3 Beam Quality on the Detector
Our experimental configuration shows off-axis aberratio
~mainly coma and astigmatism! due to the fact that the DOE
generates the confocal spots beside the optical axis. Sinc
microscope system itself is aberration corrected, the stron
aberrations are expected from the demagnifying lens(L6)
placed in the detection arm of the system. The small size
the active area of the CMOS detectors makes the detec
system sensitive to the contribution of aberrations, merely
fecting the total collection efficiency. Our simulations utiliz
ing ZEMAX ~Focus Software, Inc.! showed that for a
232-foci system, we could expect a decrease in the coll
tion efficiency of a factor 2 to 5 in comparison to an onax
single-point illumination scheme.

3.4 Samples
A nucleotide triphosphate~tetramethylrhodamine-6-dCTP
New England Labs-425! henceforth referred to as TMR, di
luted from a stock solutions~1 mM! in Millipore water to
concentrations of 0.5, 2.5, and 1 nM, was used for sing
component diffusion measurements.

For two-component diffusion measurements, the bind
of different biological molecules to each other can be detec
with FCS only when the difference in diffusion time is suffi
ciently high.24,25 Therefore, an high-performance liquid chro
matograph~HPLC! pure primer template with 42 nucleotide
~CTCGGGCTAAGGAGATTGTGTGGAATGGTCCTGT-
GGGGGTAT, Thermo Hybaid, Ulm, Germany! tagged on the
58-end with a TAMRA dye was chosen. The molecular weig
given is Mprime513,822 g/moland M free–dye'500 g/mol.A

10-nM primer concentration was mixed with a 10-nM dy
Fig. 2 (a) Geometrical configuration of a single CMOS SPAD, where
the effective diameter of the sensitive area corresponds to 7 to 8 mm;
(b) single CMOS SPAD with integrated electronics; and (c) chip hav-
ing a 232 CMOS SPAD array: OUT 1 to OUT 4 show the positions of
the active areas; the distance between each is 1.1 mm.
Biomedical Optics d September/October 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 5 915
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Fig. 3 Measured autocorrelation curves and trace signals of dark
counts obtained from the CMOS SPAD and the SPCM-AQR-13 for a
60-s measurement.
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concentration in different ratios~between 10/0 and 1/9! and
each mixture was measured with the two detectors, CMOS
SPAD and SPCM-AQR-13, in triplicates.

4 Measurements and Results
4.1 CMOS SPAD versus SPCM-AQR13:
Dead Time, Afterpulsing, Dark Counts,
and Detection Efficiency
In this subsection we compare the performance of the CMOS
SPAD with the SPCM-AQR-13 commercial single-photon
counting module normally used in FCS experiments.

Figure 3 shows autocorrelation curves~averaging time is
60 s! and trace signals of dark counts measured with ou
CMOS SPAD@OUT 1, see Fig. 2~c!# and the SPCM-AQR-13.
As we can see from the figure, our detector does not have an
measurable afterpulsing effect. The SPCM-AQR-13 module
shows an afterpulsing signal expanding up tot510ms in the
correlation curve. For dynamical processes in the microsec
ond range~e.g., triplet states!, this afterpulsing could bias the
result significantly. The corresponding signal traces, shown in
the bottom plots, demonstrate the dark count level for both
photodetectors, which is about 50 Hz for the CMOS SPAD
and around 500 Hz for the SPCM-AQR13.

Figure 4 demonstrates typical autocorrelation function
curves~averaging time is 60 s! of freely diffusing TMR nucle-
otide measured with our CMOS SPAD and the SPCM-
AQR13. The dye-labeled molecules were dispersed in a drop
let on a cover glass at a concentration of 2.5 nM. The
autocorrelation curves are distorted differently by the effects
of dead time and afterpulsing. The CMOS SPAD exhibits only
a small distortion due to dead time, which is not higher than
30 ns, visible as a gap at lower values oft. For the SPCM-
AQR13 module, one can see distortions caused by afterpuls
ing, the sharp peak at 100 ns, as well as the dead time, whic
is estimated to be approximately 50 ns.

The analytical autocorrelation function@Eq. ~1!# was fitted
to the obtained data. The autocorrelation function fort
,10ms was not taken into account to exclude the triplet state
and afterpulsing effects for the SPCM-AQR13. From the fits,
the average number of molecules per volume element isN
916 Journal of Biomedical Optics d September/October 2004 d Vol. 9 N
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51.54 for the CMOS SPAD andN52.0 for the SPCM-
AQR13. The radial diffusion times aretD586 and 118ms,
respectively. These differences are caused by the fact tha
measured confocal volumesV for the SPCM-AQR-13
coupled to a 9-mm optical fiber and our detector, which has a
effective diameter of 7 to 8mm ~see Fig. 2!, are slightly
different. In addition, the afterpulsing probability of th
SPCM-AQR-13 is also higher. Therefore, a systematic er
can be introduced by the measurement as well.

In Fig. 4, the count traces of the measured fluoresce
signal demonstrate the sensitivity of the two systems. As
can see from the traces, the sensitivity of the CMOS SPAD
about one order of magnitude lower than that of the SPC
AQR13. The efficiency of the SPCM-AQR13 is given in th
technical specifications to be around 70%, which provide
count rate ofn559700 Hz in the experiment. The CMOS
SPAD has only 6 to 7% detection efficiency, which resulted
n55400 Hz.Table 1 lists the characteristics of the two inve
tigated detectors.

4.2 CMOS APD versus SPCM-AQR13 Module:
Fitting Error versus Sampling Time for Measurements
on the Single-Molecule Level
In the following experiment we measured the influence of
averaging time on the statistical reliability of an FCS me
surement. The statistical reliability of the FCS measureme
for the two detectors was tested with diffusing-dye-labe
nucleotides. The number of molecules in the sample volu

Fig. 4 Typical autocorrelation curves and trace signals of TMR solu-
tion (2.5 nM) measured with the CMOS SPAD and the SPCM-AQR-13
for 60 s.

Table 1 Performance characteristics of the two detection systems.

Detector
System

Detection
Efficiency at
l5565 nm

Dark Count
Rate (Hz)

Afterpulsing
Probability

(%)
Dead Time

(ns)

SPCM-AQR13 60–70% 500 1 50

CMOS SPAD 6–7% 50 0 30
o. 5
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Parallel single molecule detection . . .
Fig. 5 Left Y axes: measured number of molecules (N) in the sampling
volume and diffusion time (tD) as functions of the averaging time;
right Y axes: fitting error (standard error in fitting coefficient). Mea-
surements were performed with the CMOS SPAD and a commercial
single-photon counting module (SPCM-AQR-13) on TMR at a 500-pM
concentration. The solid line is a fit of the error data points with the
equation y5a1b/AT; see text for details.
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never exceeded 1, which means that on average at the mo
one molecule was present in the detection volume.

For most biological applications, the concentration of fluo-
rescent molecules in the sample is important to know. With
FCS the average concentration of fluorescent molecules(C
}N) and the diffusion time(tD) can be obtained by fitting
the measured correlation curve with the described analytica
autocorrelation function@see Eq.~1! or ~2!#. The number of
photons per molecule detected within a certain time interva
influences the FCS statistical reliability, or the ‘‘smoothness,’’
of the correlation function, and thus decreases the standa
deviation, which, in turn, finally influences the precision of
the estimated values oftD andN.

Measurements were performed with the CMOS SPAD and
the SPCM-AQR-13 detector on two different concentrations
of TMR molecules~2.5 nM and 500 pM!. The measurements
on the 500-pM solution are displayed in Fig. 5, which shows
the measured number of molecules in the detection volum
element and the diffusion time as functions of the acquisition
time ~averaging time! chosen to be 1, 3, 5, 7, 10, 15, 20, 30,
45, and 60 s. The dependence of the fitting error~standard
deviation in fitting coefficient! on the acquisition time is
shown on the rightY axis for each graph.

The measurements performed with the SPCM-AQR13
gave a better statistical reliability and consequently a smalle
fitting error; the latter of is always less than 0.6% forN and
2.5% for tD . The maximal fitting errors obtained with the
CMOS SPAD are 8 and 16%, respectively~see Fig. 5!. How-
ever, for longer averaging times, the fitting error is strongly
reduced, and even in the sub-single-molecule measureme
regime(N,1) our detector showed a good statistical reliabil-
ity with fitting errors smaller than 1.2% forN and smaller than
5% for tD for a 20-s acquisition time. The different statistical
accuracies that we obtained with the two detectors are ex
Journal of
st

l

d

t
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plained by the SNR for FCS measurements, which is giv
by23,26,27

SNR5
G~t!

$var@G~t!#%1/2'nAT. ~4!

Here,n is the count rate per molecule, andT is the acquisition
time. In consequence of Eq.~4!, the SNR depends mor
strongly onn than it depends onT. This means a 10-fold loss
of detection efficiency must be compensated for by a 100-f
increase in acquisition time to achieve the same SNR.

In our measurements, the error data points~‘‘stars’’ in Fig.
5! were fitted withy5a1b/AT, in accordance with Eq.~4!.
Here, the parametera is due to a systematic error of the me
surements. The parameterb is inversely proportional to the
count rate~n! and had an approximately order of magnitu
higher value for the CMOS SPAD than for the SPCM APD
difference clearly resulting from the lower detection ef
ciency of the CMOS SPAD. However, the measurements p
formed with the CMOS SPAD at a 500-pM concentratio
gave results with an error rate of,5% after only 5 s for the
determination of the number of moleculesN and after 15 s for
the diffusion timetD . For applications where the relativ
difference in number of molecules or diffusion time is dec
sive, such an error might be acceptable.

4.3 Biologically Relevant Two-Component Analysis
with CMOS SPAD
The two-component analysis is interesting for many differe
biological applications. This analysis method has been app
previously to investigate the hybridization of DNA strands
each other and to RNA and the binding of ligands to th
receptors and to other proteins.1,28 We investigated if mol-
ecules having different diffusion times could be identifie
equally well with both detectors: the CMOS SPAD and t
SPCM-AQR-13. The 10-nM primer concentration was mix
with a 10-nM dye concentration in different ratios betwe
10/0 and 1/9 and measured with the two detectors in triplic
The autocorrelation curves of the measured samples were
ted in the time interval from approximately 10ms to 30 s. The
autocorrelation signal at times less than 10ms was excluded
to diminish the effect of afterpulsing~which is only present in
the SPCM-AQR-13 detected autocorrelations! as well as to
exclude the contribution of the triplet states. To evaluate
performance of the two detectors, the percentage of molec
with the slower diffusion component~primer! in relation to
the more rapidly diffusing molecules~dyes! was determined
as follows:

First, the autocorrelation curve obtained on a pure dye
lution was analyzed with Eqs.~1! and~3! to estimate the ratio
of the axial and radial dimensionsR5vz /vxy , the diffusion
time (tD1), and the count rate per molecule(n1) of the free
dye. The values were determined to beR58, tD15t
5100ms, and n153900 Hz for the CMOS SPAD andR
59, tD15t5110ms, and n1548,600 Hz for the SPCM-
AQR-13.

Second, the purity of the HPLC pure primer was det
mined by an HPLC~Spectra Systems, ThermoFinnigan wi
Vydac 214TP reverse phase column, Dionex!. Here, free
TAMRA dyes could still be identified in the sample. Ther
fore, the count rate per molecule of the primern2 , could not
Biomedical Optics d September/October 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 5 917
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Fig. 6 Measured two-component diffusion autocorrelation curves obtained with the CMOS SPAD (left), the mean count rate was around I
530 kHz, N155.2, and N2530.6, and SPCM-AQR-13 (right), the mean count rate was around I5380 kHz, N152.8, and N2523.3. The primer
fraction (more slowly diffusing component) was in both cases determined to be around PF585%. The dotted lines in both plots show the curve
fitted to the experimental data. Due to the lower detection efficiency of the CMOS SPAD detector, the noise in the autocorrelation function is worse
than for the SPCM-AQR-13. However, the residuals of the CMOS SPAD, with no afterpulsing, show lower and more consistently varying values
than for the SPCM-AQR-13.
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be measured experimentally. Instead, we estimated the cou
rate per molecule of the HPLC pure primer to be one third of
the count rate per molecule of the free dyen1 . Following Eq.
~2! we get

G~t!51

1
~11t/tD!21@11t/~R2tD1!#21/2

N1~11qn!2

1
q2n~11t/tD2!21@11t/~R2tD2!#21/2

N1~11qn!2 . ~5!

Here,q5n2 /n1 andn5N2 /N1 ; andn1 andn2 are the count
rate per molecule andN1 andN2 are the number of molecules
in the confocal volume for the free dye and for the primer,
respectively.

Third, the recorded autocorrelation curves of the different
primer-dye mixtures from both detectors were analyzed~see
Fig. 6! with the described in-house fitting program. Here, the
ratio of the axial and radial dimensions of the detection vol-
ume element~R!, the diffusion time of the free dye(tD1), and
the coefficientq50.3 were fixed. The fitting of Eq.~5! gave
the diffusion time of the primer(tD250.7 and tD250.6 for
the CMOS SPAD and the SPCM APD, respectively!, the co-
efficients n, and the number of moleculesN1 . Finally, the
primer fraction was determined asPF5N2 /(N11N2). Figure
7 shows this ratio with reference to the theoretically calcu-
lated fraction of the primer~from the mixing of the two com-
ponents!.

It turned out that the estimated ratio of the count rates pe
moleculeq50.3 was not exactly correct. In consideration of
Eq. ~3! ~whereI is the mean count rate obtained in one mea-
surement!, the ratio of the count rates per molecule was prob-
ably even lower. The reason for this increment count rate lie
in the oversimplification of the biological compound model.
Here, obviously, more than two compounds with different
count rates per moleculen were present in the sample~e.g.,
918 Journal of Biomedical Optics d September/October 2004 d Vol. 9 N
tfree dyes, dye-labeled primer, and primer with intercala
dyes! making the determination of the exact absolute valu
of N1 andN2 difficult. However, the relative values based o
measurements with the CMOS SPAD are quite similar co
pared to the relative values obtained by the measurem
with the SPCM-APD. Thus, both detectors can be used
for instance, concentration determinations of unknown m
tures giving a calibration curve, as in Fig. 7. The experime
tally obtained primer fractions do not differ systematical
but only stochastically, between the two different detecto
the CMOS SPAD and the SPCM-AQR-13. Despite the f
that the detection efficiency of the CMOS SPAD is appro
mately 10 times lower than that of the SPCM-AQR13, t
measurement time for the CMOS SPAD was only two tim
longer and very similar results are found for both detectors
conclusion, the CMOS detector as well as the commerci

Fig. 7 Experimentally measured fraction of primer molecules (PF) as a
function of the estimated primer fraction in solution (determined by
the volumetric ratio of the primer and dye solutions).
o. 5
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Parallel single molecule detection . . .
available high-performance single-photon detector~as APD!
can be used in FCS.

Ten samples with different primer concentrations were
measured for 60 s each and the resulting autocorrelatio
curves were analyzed~see Fig. 7!. Even in the HPLC pure
primer solution approximately 10% of free dyes were found.
Therefore, the highest value of the measured primer fractio
resulted only in approximately 90%. Independent measure
ment by HPLC confirmed the existence of free dye molecule
also~data not shown!. Each data point in Fig. 7 is the average
of the three values from the three independent measuremen
The error bars indicate the standard deviation for the measur
ment point. An offset on the abscissa of 0.02 has been intro
duced for the CMOS SPAD to avoid an overlap of the data
points in the graph.

4.4 Parallel Single-Molecule Detection and Parallel
FCS with 232 CMOS SPAD Array
In this section the results obtained with the multifocal diffrac-
tive optical FCS system are presented. Also here, the conce
tration of molecules was so low that single-molecule detection
could be performed. We utilized one of our232 CMOS
SPAD arrays to demonstrate its potential for parallel FCS ex
periments. Since the manufacturing process is not yet opt
mized for the homogeneous performance of all four
detectors,18 we chose one of the arrays that has pixels with
essentially different dark count rates: 40, 30, 400, and
2000 Hz for OUT1 to OUT4@Fig. 2~c!#, respectively. With
this detector, the impact of the nonuniformity of the detector
parameters to the measurement accuracy was estimated.

A 1-nM solution of TMR was dispersed in a droplet on a
cover glass. The232 fan-out diffractive optical foci were
then positioned into four arbitrary points of the drop. The
measurement time was 300 s. Figure 8 illustrates the result o
the measurements performed with the232 FCS system on a
1-nM TMR sample. The first three detectors show a similar
performance: the average number of molecules^N&50.88
60.04, the average diffusion timêtD&58868 ms, and the
average count rate per molecule^n&520006280 Hz. The
relative differences can be explained by the individual re-
sponse of the four detectors as well as the positioning inaccu
racy of the conjugated confocal spots on the detectors. Simila
differences~,20%! also can be observed in single-spot FCS
measurements. The fourth detector has a higher dark cou
rate ~2000 Hz! but the same detection efficiency. This results
in a flattening of the autocorrelation trace and the fitting of the
curve has to be corrected for this background signal.29 Even
with such a correction we get higher values forN52.6, tD

5166ms and an almost fourfold lowern value~590 Hz!. One
explanation for these differences could be that aberration oc
curred, which results in different confocal spots. Another
would be that the DOE was somehow tilted and the distanc
between the spots was no longer optimized toward the dis
tance between the active pixels of the detector array. Thereb
the excitation volume elements did not coincide 100% with
the active areas of the CMOS SPAD array, which resulted in a
larger confocal volume per spot as well as in lower collection
efficiency for the different foci. Finally, we calibrated the con-
focal volume for each sensor on the basis of the radial diffu
sion times. With an estimated diffusion coefficient5,14 of D
Journal of
s.
-

-

f

-
r

t

-

,

5(kT)/(6phr)52.6310210 m2/s, and using V
5R(4ptDD)3/2, we estimated the detection volume elemen
for each of the four detectors to be 1.2, 1.4, 1.1, and 3.2
respectively. From these values, the concentration values w
determined to be 1.3, 1.1, 1.3, and 1.4 nM, respectively. T
calibration method ensures that all detectors give a sim
quantitative measure. This result demonstrates the feasib
of our parallel FCS system in the sub-single-molecule(N
,1) range.

5 Conclusion
We presented parallel FCS measurements with a232 Geiger-
mode single-photon APD array made in a conventio
CMOS process, which showed that the performance of
CMOS SPAD detector was comparable to the performanc
a conventional APD. Less than one molecule per detec
volume element measured within 20 s gave a fitting stand
errors of 1.2 and 5% forN andtD , which is certainly suffi-
cient for most FCS measurements. The electronic per
mance of CMOS SPAD is very similar to that of convention
APDs: the detector exhibited no afterpulsing, a low da
count rate~40 Hz!, and a short dead time~30 ns!, but the
detection efficiency of the detector is a factor of 10 lower th
for a conventional APD with single-photon sensitivity. Nex
the fraction of biomolecules~primer! in solution was deter-
mined with the CMOS SPAD. The results were clearly co

Fig. 8 Autocorrelation functions (left) of fluorescence signals (right)
measured in a solution of 1-nM dye-labeled nucleotide triphosphates
(TMR) from four DOE-generated foci with a 232 CMOS SPAD array.
Biomedical Optics d September/October 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 5 919
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Gösch et al.
parable with the results obtained with the SPCM APD, indi-
cating that, apart from the lower detection efficiency, the
CMOS SPAD can be used equally well for biomolecular
analysis where different mobility distinguishes the actual con
tent of a sample~e.g., binding interactions and enzymatic deg-
radation!. Finally, we showed the usefulness of the CMOS
SPAD array for parallel FCS measurements with DOE multi-
focus illumination, wherein single biomolecular sensitivity
was achieved in all four foci simultaneously. Unlike the
former 232 array detection approach,14 the single spots
could not be adjusted separately, which obviously results, fo
instance, in a lower count rate per molecule. However, despit
lower count rates per molecule and high dark count rates i
one of the detectors, equal sample concentrations were o
tained when the effective detection volumes for the four de
tectors were calibrated individually.

We showed that a first step toward an integrated paralle
single molecule detection system has been taken. To broade
its application and to make this kind of detector more power-
ful for biological and chemical applications at low concentra-
tions, a higher detection efficiency and a larger active area o
the detector are required and the detector sensitivity should b
shifted to the red region as well. Low manufacturing costs
full integration of multiple Geiger-mode photodetector cells
into smart detector arrays,18 and on-chip signal processing
will lead to faster analysis and a smaller instrument, becaus
analysis circuits~e.g., correlators! and software can become
obsolete. Furthermore, novel and faster parallel single
molecule detection concepts for applications such as hig
throughput screening~HTS! and single molecule detection at
low concentrations with huge data collection and data pro
cessing capacity~e.g., for screening and sequencing! might
become feasible and inexpensive compared to parallel dete
tion based on commercially available APD detectors.
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